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Bus Rapid Transit in Runcorn, UK: 
What Columbia Can Learn 

Frederick Gottemoeller, PE, AIA 
August 4, 2014 

 
Introduction 

Runcorn, England, is a city much like Columbia.  It is a “new town” of about the same size and age as Columbia. Like Columbia, 
when it was built in the 1960’s, Runcorn set aside rights-of-way for bus-only roadways connecting the neighborhood centers to the 
town center and other institutions.  The difference is that Runcorn actually built their bus roadways.   
 
This is a report on a visit that I made in June, 2014 to Runcorn to learn more about their very successful bus rapid transit system. My 
hope was that their experience might have some lessons for Columbia. I spent about two hours driving the busways with one of 
Runcorn’s public works officials and another hour interviewing him and a bus operations manager. 

 

Runcorn and Columbia:  Similarities with a major difference 
 

Like Columbia, Runcorn is a planned community started in the 1960’s.  
Like Columbia, it is part of a two-city metropolitan area—in their case 
Liverpool and Manchester. Runcorn’s population now approximates 
60,000, somewhat less than Columbia’s roughly100,000.  The housing is 
mostly town houses and apartments with some single family houses. Like 
Columbia, Runcorn has a number of neighborhood/village commercial 
centers.  Like Columbia, the center of Runcorn is a large multilevel 
shopping center. Like Columbia, Runcorn also includes a major hospital 
center and other institutions. Like Columbia, Runcorn set aside rights-of-
way for bus-only roadways connecting the neighborhood centers to the 
town center and other institutions.  
 
Unlike Columbia, Runcorn actually built the bus roadways.  It has been operating a bus rapid transit system on them since the 
1960’s. The busway now carries about 2.5 million passengers per year of the total system’s 3.5 million passengers.   
 

Bus platform at Town Center Mall, Runcorn, UK 
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Following are some of the factors that contribute to the success of the Runcorn bus system.  
 

�Loop bus routes on the busways operate at 15-minute headways. However, 12 
additional regional routes operate on the busway for part of their routes, so the  
effective headways on most parts of the busway for trips within Runcorn are  
less than 5 minutes.   
 

In the 2 hours that I spent on the busways on a late Friday morning it was rare 
when at least one bus was not visible in one direction or the other. Nevertheless, 
there almost always were one or more people waiting at the stops for the next 
bus, so they were clearly arriving in a steady stream expecting to see the next bus 
soon.  
ç 

�No non-bus vehicles are 
allowed on the Busways, except for emergency vehicles.  

Not even taxis are allowed. 
    è  
                                      
 
 
 
 
 
ç  
�Almost all of the busway/street intersections are at-grade and  
signalized. The signals are automated and change to green in  
advance of the buses to allow buses to proceed without slowing down.  

Typical busway section—no other vehicles allowed. 

Typical bus stop—riders know a bus will come soon. 

Traffic signals give buses preference.	  
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�The busway bridges over the A-533 Central Expressway  
(Runcorn’s US 29) and the streets around the town center.  
ç 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

è  
�Pedestrian/bicycle crossings of the busway also  

usually cross over or under the busway on bridges.  
With a few exceptions pedestrian/bicycle trails 

 paralleling the busway do not occupy the busway rights-of-way.  
  
 
 
�Average operating speeds on the busway are 17½ mph.  This is 5 mph or 40% faster than the average bus operating speeds 
on conventional streets. And, because there are few opportunities for bus/car or bus/pedestrian/bicycle conflicts, this operating 
speed is dependable.   
 

�Most bus routes are run by private for-profit companies that operate without subsidy as a consequence of England 
deregulating transport services under Margret Thatcher.  The average fare is about 2£ ($3.43).  The peak fare is 3.8£ ($6.52). 
However, the county provides a non-subsidized multi-trip pass that reduces the fare for multiple trips on any route. The county 
also subsidizes selected evening, weekend and promotional services.  Finally, the county maintains and polices the busway.  
 

Busway is separated from pedestrian/bike path, 
shown here along the approach to Murdishaw	  

 

Busway Bridge crosses the A 533 Central Expressway	  
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Neigborhood/Village Centers 
 

Runcorn has fewer neighborhood/village centers than Columbia, and the town 
is not organized around them in the same way, but they do provide secondary 
centers of activity and services similar to Columbia.  The ones that I saw are 
located at nodes on the busway.  
 

The pedestrian/bicycle paths converge on the neighborhood/village centers to 
a greater degree than in Columbia They provide the most direct access to the 
centers as well as to the bus stops.  Unlike Columbia’s, Runcorn’s paths were 
clearly planned and are used as part of the transport system.  They are not 
just recreational amenities.  
 

The neighborhood/village centers were originally almost entirely dependent 
on bus access.  If Murdishaw is an example, this appears to have limited their 
commercial success.  
 

However, the Castlefields 
center has recently been 
redeveloped with more private 
vehicular access, a greater 
range of uses, and higher 
density housing. It is thriving. 
The vehicular access was 
improved in part by allowing 
cars and delivery vehicles to 
use about 200 yards of busway. 

  
 

 
 

Murdishaw Neighborhood Center 

Redeveloped Castlefields Village Center 
 
 
 

  Bus Service at Castlefields 
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Town Center 
 

 

Like Columbia, Runcorn has a multi-level shopping center, which is flanked by 
parking structures, as its town center. However, the center’s arrangement is 
different.  The ground level is all service for the stores. The second level is the 
shopping level.   
 
The third level is the bus station, reached by escalators from the second level.  The 
buses arrive at the third level via grade separated ramps that cross above all of the 
town center streets. Again, there are no bus/vehicle or bus/pedestrian/bicycle 

conflicts. The bus platform is long enough for four buses and the various routes 
are assigned specific locations along the platform. In late morning each location 
along the platform was occupied by a group of four or five people waiting for their buses, many with shopping bags or carts.  
Clearly many people use buses for their shopping.  Presumably, many mall employees also arrive by bus.  
 
 
 

 
 
 

Exit to bus platform at top of elevators. 

Bus platform at Town Center Mall 

Bus driver’s view of platform. 

Third Level Busway Connection to Town Center Mall 
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Conclusions: 
 
1. Well planned busways attract riders, even in relatively low-density environments. 
2. Busways save run time and enhance schedule reliability, improving access for all population groups to all residential, retail, 

educational and institutional uses. 
3. Busways can catalyse redevelopment. 
 

Implications for Columbia and Howard County 
 
The bus rights-of-way set aside by Jim Rouse are an available but untapped resource.  Constructing bus-only roadways in these 
rights-of-way and connecting them via bus-priority lanes in the streets would: 

1. Provide shorter and more predictable run times on any route that can be reoriented onto a busway; 
2. Effectively shorten many bus headways because of multiple routes on a busway  
3. Attract more people to transit because of shorter and more predictable run times and shorter headways, potentially 

reducing county and developer expenditures for parking and streets. 
4. Reduce county transit operating expenses at any given level of service due to shorter and more predictable run times. 
5. Contribute to the viability of Howard County Community College and Howard County General Hospital because of 

shorter and more predictable run times for students and employees. 
6. Contribute to the viability and potential redevelopment of any village center the busways serve. 

 
Finally, if the transit center at the Mall is to be useful, it must be more than a few bus shelters in an outer parking lot.  It must 
provide rapid and weather-protected access to the most active parts of the Mall and it must provide for fast and dependable 
entrance and exit for the buses. 
 
The key to this result is the construction of a transit roadway on Bridge Columbia, which connects the bus rights-of-way east of 
US 29 to those on the west.  
	  
	  


